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NEW QUESTION: 1
What happens when the cable is too long?
A. Baby Giant
B. Late collision
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Assume today is Tuesday, July 23, 2002. Which one of the
following statements submitted at the beginning of a SAS
session assigns the value Tuesday, July 23, 2002 to the macro
variable START?

A. %let
B. %let
C. %let
D. %let
Answer:

start
start
start
start
D

=
=
=
=

today(),weekdate.;
%sysfunc(%today(),weekdate.);
today(),format=weekdate.;
%sysfunc(today(),weekdate.);

NEW QUESTION: 3
If a GK, by resolving the called number, finds that the called
terminal registers with a neighboring GK, the GK can request
the neighboring GK to resolve the called number.
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: B
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